Extron AV Associate Certification
The Ultimate AV Technology Essentials Program

The online Extron AV Associate Certification program provides comprehensive training on the fundamental AV technologies and an overview of Extron products and applications. Course content is delivered online via desktop or mobile. You can complete the modules at your own pace and on your own schedule. When you become a Certified Extron AV Associate, you’ll achieve industry-wide accreditation, while gaining the knowledge you need to succeed.

Extron Certification

In the highly competitive AV industry, education, training, and certification are important to the success of both individuals and companies. Like a professional license, certification instills confidence through reliable evidence of a critical set of knowledge and skills. Acquired fluency and expertise in any field saves valuable time and money, and ensures a higher level of customer service and satisfaction.

The Extron Certification program is for AV professionals who wish to advance their knowledge of AV system technology, design, and configuration. The program consists of online and instructor-led training components and provides system integrators, installers, and consultants an opportunity to learn new skills, validate their skills, and gain a better understanding of the latest technologies and solutions.
Establish Your Knowledge of AV Technology

Audience
This program is ideal for individuals new to our industry or AV professionals interested in validating their knowledge of current technologies.

Prerequisites
There are no educational prerequisites. Our NEW AV Associate Certification program can be applied as a standalone course or combined with other Extron training. The program serves as the foundation for advanced Extron educational opportunities.

Delivery Method
The NEW Extron AV Associate course and exam are only available online via any PC or mobile device.

Course Content
The AV Associate Certification program consists of multiple online lessons (offered in English only at this time). These lessons are subsets of the following general categories:

- Audio Principles
- AV Networking
- AV System Control
- Connectivity
- Fiber Optics
- Signal Processing & Distribution
- Streaming
- Video Principles

Achieving Extron AV Associate Certification
- Complete online training
- Successfully pass the online certification exam

How Can I Get Started?
To request enrollment into the NEW AV Associate Certification program, contact your Extron Support Representative.

Continuing Education Units
The Extron AV Associate Certification program contributes to Continuing Education Units - CEUs for a variety of established industry organizations, including AVIXA and BICSI. AV Associate renewal units cannot be combined with Extron AV Principles renewal units.